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7
A!Hard Day’s!Write

Beatles Fan"c and the Quantum of Creativity

Mark Du"ett

One typical Beatles fan "ction story on Archive of Our Own, is listed as 
male- to- male romance between John Lennon and Paul McCartney and 
tagged with the terms angst, love confessions, rejection, unrequited love, and 
period- typical homophobia.1 Its author notes, “I’m not super amazing with 
dates and I!ask that you take the timelines/ events with a grain of salt. I!didn’t 
do an amazing amount of research. Just what I!needed. Either way its "c-
tion.” Such examples of fan"c can arouse a range of responses from intrigue 
to disapproval. Fan "ction is, ordinarily, nonprofessional writing— "ction 
premised thematically, to some degree, on media texts, celebrities, or their 
artistic creations. Beyond stories based on "ctional source texts, some fan"c 
uses public "gures as the basis for characters and is called real person "c-
tion (RPF). Band"c is a subgenre of RPF involving rock musicians as cen-
tral characters. Slash "ction, meanwhile, is a subset of fan"c with narratives 
involving same- sex intimacy between pairs of central characters. Real person 
slash (RPS) is a fan"c subgenre that hybridizes the approach of RPF with the 
form of slash, and it can involve pairs of musicians. In academia, a diverse 
range of discussions about fan"c in recent years has covered questions of 
copyright, fan labor or play, fan literacy and reading practice, community- 
created archives, world building, identity politics, or subversion and cen-
sorship. My aim in this chapter is to consider a less- discussed question:!how 
does RPF relate to celebrity fandom? At "rst sight, this might seem an odd 
question. A#er all, surely, you have to know about the Beatles to write about 
them. $at is partly true, but, do you also have to love them, in any dedi-
cated sense, to pursue such literary activity? How might we discern a more 
nuanced picture? We tend to assume that fan"c is either a logical extension 
of celebrity fandom or its own category of communal activity. How might we 
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understand fan"c in ways that do not necessarily alienate it from other fan 
practices, while still recognizing its speci"city?

Fan"c has become a more popular activity due to convergence cultures 
forming on the internet.2 For the generation that has grown up with it, the 
internet is treated as an environment rather than a tool. Many young people 
produce content daily on social media. Fan"c reading and writing have in-
creasingly become normal practice. Even allowing for a dedicated subculture 
of older fan"c writers, in this circumstance, we might expect contemporary 
bands to inspire the most stories and past acts to be forgotten. Relatively 
speaking, however, the Beatles appear to be an exception to this equation. 
In relation to fan "ction, a "rst thing to say is that stories about the group 
are disproportionately common compared with other acts from their era. 
For example, a cursory search in one prominent online fan "ction archive 
(one so large it features thousands of communities of fan"c enthusiasts) 
shows around 1,500 stories about the Beatles.3 In comparison, One Direction 
has 4,500 stories. $e discrepancy is magni"ed when we consider that the 
Beatles began just less than six decades ago, whereas One Direction started 
in 2010. Nevertheless, Beatles stories are much more prominent than those 
about other acts from the 1960s. Consider, for example, the Rolling Stones— 
a group that never split up and whose members are (as of this writing) still 
alive. It has roughly 200 stories, not much more than 10% of the Beatles total. 
Lagging behind are Bob Dylan with 55 and the Grateful Dead with a total of 
only 39. $e largest category of Beatles stories on the site is labeled “Across 
the Universe”; there are more than 300 stories in the category, meaning that 
it represents more than 20% of the total. In 2007, a colorful, Anglo- American 
feature "lm titles Across the Universe, directed by Julie Taymor, featured more 
than 30 Beatles numbers. $ere is a sense in which such a project was ar-
guably equivalent to professionally made fan"c, in a similar way to Danny 
Boyle’s 2019 "lm, Yesterday. $e “Across the Universe” category, however, 
contains a wide variety of Beatles stories, only some of which refer to the 
2007 jukebox musical. $is may be because “across the universe” sounds 
similar to “alternative universe” (AU), a fannish term for stories set in par-
allel worlds where canonical characters are explored in non- canonical ways. 
One poster complained about the confusion and admonished Beatles fan"c 
and slash writers to post elsewhere, on sites dedicated to RPF, because she 
found it hard to "nd any actual stories about the Across the Universe "lm. $e 
world of Beatles fan"c is diverse.
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Using the Beatles as a case study, this chapter will discuss fan"c’s social and 
academic positioning, the unstable boundary between celebrity following 
and fan"c authorship, and the generative possibilities of the celebrity image. 
Until we do further empirical work, carefully examining when and how 
celebrity- following fans adopt the cra# of fan"c writing, our working models 
will be based on little more than speculation. However, even with such em-
pirical work, discerning any "rm relationship between fan identity, celebrity 
following, and fan"c will be di?cult for at least two reasons. First, as Kristina 
Busse notes, in fan"c, “Discourses about fans— where real- life identity is par-
tially hidden and where online identities are partially performed— allow fans 
to engage in one another’s personas, which are understood to not fully coin-
cide with the actual person.”4 Even using techniques like email interviewing, 
it can be hard to know just who is who. Second, band"c is variable in both its 
form and the reasons for its existence. Abigail De Kosnik says that “Internet 
fan "ction archives serve as queer spaces” and also cites survey "gures 
suggesting that anywhere between 15% and 56% of fan"c writers do not 
identity as queer in their gender or sexual identities.5 Even with the caveats 
she carefully notes, the "gures at least imply that a range of things might be 
going on. Besides slash, fan"c sites also contain general "ction (“gen"c”) 
stories, for instance, some of which explore grief— a universal social process 
that, though it may be experienced di@erently, is hard to directly tie to an 
identity held by any one group of writers. Such variation also complicates 
fan"c writing in relation to celebrity fandom. Not only is celebrity following 
itself complex— a composite of a whole range of possible a@ective intensities, 
identi"cations, and practices— but it also could be argued that fan"c writing 
is a speci"c form of cra# practice that becomes acceptable within certain 
cultures at certain times. Just as celebrity followers can enter such cultures, 
those who are already part of them can also turn to well- known musicians 
as productive vehicles for their writing practice. It is important to remember 
here that the Beatles was not simply a popular group but one that went strat-
ospheric in terms of sales and recognition, in e@ect becoming a “supergroup” 
of four icons, not through amalgamation but through collaboration. $at 
makes it easy to casually write about. Hence, just as not all Beatles fans are 
fan"c writers, it also appears that not all Beatles fan"c writers may actually be 
Beatles fans. By de"nition, however, fan"c can never be about absolute trans-
formation; it has to have some relationship to the original text. According 
to Sheenagh Pugh in her study of the literary aspects of the form, “No fan"c 
reader I!know likes or approves of "ction in which the canon characters are 
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made substantially di@erent from their originals, doing things that seem 
out of character for them (‘character rape,’ as the term is).”6 In this ambig-
uous territory, is the Beatles’ own story inviolable when it comes to fan"c or 
merely a platform for departure? It can be either, depending on the subset 
of fan"c narratives (and, thus, communities of writers) that one examines. 
My argument in what follows is that although the question of whether ce-
lebrity following and fan"c writing have an innate relationship depends on 
the particular fan"c culture examined, what, at least notionally, distinguishes 
Beatles fan"c writing from celebrity- following Beatles fandom is the adop-
tion of a “quantum of creativity” on the writer’s part.

In a Private Moment? Impregnating  
Paul!McCartney

In the late 1990s, an online poster uploaded a fan "ction story about 
McCartney named a#er a Beatles song. $e RPF story was reproduced, 
sometimes being featured in online categories tagged “SBIH” (so bad it’s 
horrible). In it, a female narrator had sex with McCartney and acciden-
tally impregnated him. Male pregnancy, of course, has happened in reality, 
through a combination of arti"cial insemination and growing the baby in the 
male stomach cavity lining. In the story concerned, however, the male preg-
nancy was a natural one, an example of the convention known in fan"c com-
munities as “mpreg”— a subgenre of fantasy storytelling that places men in 
vulnerable bodily predicaments in order to expose new aspects of their char-
acter.7 In August 2011, an online poster I!will call *Culturalcritic_  continued 
her own vlogging series with a two- part, 85- minute YouTube review of the 
story in question. *Culturalcritic_  had already gathered a small following by 
releasing more than 100 videos in which she gleefully performed evaluations 
exploring the low aesthetic value of fan"c stories. Since its release, her two- 
part critique of the McCartney mpreg story has collectively attracted 11,000 
views (though the total number of viewers is likely to be smaller due to many 
watching both halves). $e McCartney mpreg story provided a prime op-
portunity for *Culturalcritic_  to gleefully dissect a notorious example of 
poor- quality fan"c. She ended the second part of her review with a summary, 
sung to the tune of “Hey Jude,” in which she explained, “And, as for this fan 
"ction having a real person, that is completely wrong, you Moron. And it 
was really creepy, because your character fucks the real person that’s in this 
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fan"c. Oh, you have issues! You have issues!” Such responses demonstrate 
that fan"c writing has been stigmatized and that its participants o#en op-
erate in the context of such social shaming.”8 A#er coming across the review 
by *Culturalcritic_  online, the story’s author uploaded her own YouTube re-
sponse. Instead of angrily defending her writing, she explained that she had 
created the story in school when she was 14, adding, “It was a dare from a 
couple of boys.” $e author expressed a mixture of contrition at her youthful 
folly and reluctant pride for inspiring a whole internet culture based on a 
worst- case example:!“It’s immortalized on quite a few Beatles fan "ction sites 
as!.!.!.!one of the worst fan "ctions in general ever written.” Directly addressing 
*Culturalcritic_ , she also added a quali"er:

I realize you yourself are not a Beatles fan; you aren’t versed in what the 
Beatles fan "ction community is like. $ere’s many facets of it. $ere’s just 
about anything under the sun you can imagine exists. At one point, there 
was an entire community just for “Paul in pain” fan "ctions; some of the 
people who wrote these actually were into it in that way, whereas, I!just— I 
don't know— the "rst Beatles fan "ctions I!ever read were in that category, 
so then I!was just trying to keep up, I!suppose I!wrote a few of those. $is 
was one of them. But then there were also the gutter communities. Some of 
them are still around, which basically o@er glori"ed Beatles sex stories. And 
one can imagine there’s also slash ones too, and those seem to be an overa-
bundance nowadays. I’m not quite sure how or why that is, but!.!.!.!I’m just 
pointing out that this was not some whacked- out, creeptastic, sex fantasy 
fetish type thing.

$e author’s claim was that community norms— however supposedly 
“whacked- out”— had become subgenre conventions that li#ed such stories 
beyond being case examples of personal psychological quirks. Some senior 
fan"c scholars have recognized such a community- based reading and writing 
strategy in other contexts. Busse, for instance, has argued that fan"c should 
be distinguished from other forms of transformative work. She explains that 
fan"c “challenges many attempts at traditional aesthetic evaluation, because 
critics who ignore the guiding frameworks of how, when, and where a fan 
text was created can easily misread and misjudge.”9 In the case of the Beatles 
story in question, one thing that *Culturalcritic_  commented on was the use 
of sighing in parentheses, something the author defended as a naive but com-
munal decision:
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$e sighing in parentheses thing wasn’t lack of knowledge on my part, so 
much as it was a lack of knowledge on a lot of people’s parts at that time. 
Because almost any Beatles fan "ction you would read around the time that 
I!wrote this— back in like 1999— would have things such as sighing written 
in parentheses. Since that’s how I!saw it done, that is how I!wrote it. Because 
it was what I!saw:!this is how I!thought was the correct way of doing it.

Busse explains what some of the frameworks guiding fan"c might be. One 
is a concern for a full expression of the writer’s self, especially in fantasy, that 
transcends the need to please any wider audience. Busse calls this “pleasing 
the Id Vortex” and says that fan"c “o#en caters to highly individualized 
reading desires.”10 Another is simply the immediate audience for the story:

Moreover, there tend to be speci"c and limited audiences for every story— 
sometimes the recipient of a gi# exchange, other times all fans of a partic-
ular pairing— and these particular audiences o#en share a sizable number 
of assumptions with the writer that won’t be spelled out and are thus invis-
ible to outsiders.11

Such observations distance fan"c from some other kinds of archived, trans-
formative work (such as fan art emblazoned across social media) and position 
it more as a kind of locally performed event, a writerly act pursued in a semipri-
vate space, inhabited by only certain members of the fan"c community. Fan"c 
is presented in this scenario as a cultural practice that can only be properly un-
derstood by those who study or are in the community translating its speci"cities 
to a lay audience. In other words, the analysis is premised on an assumption of 
cultural distance in which the academic expert is either already an “insider” or 
has— through immersion— acquired a su?cient degree of “insider” knowledge 
to be able to explain the form. While there are merits to this position, it locates 
fan"c writing in particular as a remote form of fan practice and maintains an ab-
solute separation that can hide certain nuances. Speci"cally, for instance, some 
fan"c writers are fans of the artist concerned who write as an extension of their 
interest as celebrity followers, while other participants in the fan"c community 
are primarily writers who use the object concerned as an inspirational vehicle 
for their authorial practices, and yet others may belong to other fandoms and be 
attracted to uniting diverse sets of characters. While acknowledging the speci-
"city of fan"c as a practice that can directly or indirectly express particular iden-
tities and experiences, rather than ghettoizing it as a unique form, my own aim 
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here is to begin exploring fan"c’s conceptual alignment with other fannish iden-
tities and practices.

Is A"rmational Fandom the!Shadow Side  
of Transformation?

We can date a key distinction made in the fan studies discussion back to a 2009 
post by obsession_ inc on the website dreamwidth.org.12 Primarily, it centered 
upon whether fan practices and identities (there is a slippage from one to the 
other) aimed to transform the text or perpetuate the authorial intent collectively 
perceived to be behind it. Transformational fans were those who used the text as 
a premise for transformative activity, perhaps writing poetry or fan"c or other-
wise reworking the text. For obsession_ inc, it was “all about laying hands upon 
the source and twisting it to the fans’ own purposes”— a process that could “"x 
a disappointing issue (a distinct lack of sex- having between two characters, of 
course, is a favorite issue to "x) in the source material, or using the source ma-
terial to illustrate a point, or just to have a whale of a good time.” $e crucial 
thing was that “everyone has their own shot at declaring what the source ma-
terial means, and at radically re- interpreting it.” In contrast, “In ‘a?rmational’ 
fandom, the source material is re- stated, the author’s purpose divined to the 
community’s satisfaction, rules established on how the characters are and how 
the universe works, and cosplay etc. occur.” Here “it’s all about nailing down 
the details.” Obsession_ inc did not simply venture a distinction between two 
types of fan practice or two types of fan. She also loaded or superimposed other 
distinctions on this binary. First, the majority of fans attracted to pursuing 
transformational practices are female, while most of those who “trend strongly 
toward” a?rmational practices are male. Second, since transformational fans 
change the text, they are “non- sanctioned” and may use pseudonyms, unlike 
their “sanctioned” a?rmational counterparts. Just as obsession_ inc had al-
ready begun to do, scholars further loaded the transformational/ a?rmational 
binary with signi"cant cultural distinctions by talking about a kind of tension 
between transformative and a?rmational fandom, which in turn mapped onto 
a number of other binary opposites:!support for creative freedom versus a con-
cern to maintain intellectual property (fans against the industry), female literary 
productivity and male attempts to police it (female against male fans), queer 
activity against a heteronormative backlash, and identity politics itself against 
straight, white, male hegemony.13 A?rmational fandom, in particular, however, 
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deserves more sustained attention. Celebrity following requires agency but 
is itself neither a?rmational nor transformational. $ere are, meanwhile, 
a?rmational protests, strategies, or stances and perhaps, in consequence, spaces 
or communities of practice that manifest to promote them. While there may 
also be writers who only pursue transformational practices, at least in the sphere 
of fans who follow music celebrities, are there actually “a?rmational fans”— 
individuals whose central raison d’être as fans is asserting authorial intent?

What divided conceptions of media fandom neglect is the extent to which 
a?rmational fandom is the product of the transformational argument. On 
closer inspection, it is itself something of a phantom category. $e concept upon 
which a?rmational fandom depends, that of "delity to the source text, is itself 
debatable, because of the “neutrosemic” dimension of reception. In saying this, 
I!am drawing on Cornel Sandvoss’s notion of “neutrosemic” meaning— asking 
“whether, in the practice of fan consumption, texts are emptied of meaning and 
take on a mirror- like function.”14 Do fans simply draw what they want from 
the text, reading it in a way that is shaped by their own "lters and concerns? 
Fandom is simply a case of celebrities having images that are “blank slates” upon 
which each member of the audience reads whatever he or she likes, but celebrity 
images are, nevertheless, intertextual, malleable, and ambiguous, so readings 
made by individual fans are likely to be diverse. Totemic engagement does not 
depend on one form of identi"cation, because it “houses” a variety of actual 
identi"cations that are subjective and based on various thoughts or emotions, 
which— at the level of the individual fan— does not preclude elements of fantasy 
as an aspect of engagement. For this reason, even though the a?rmational pro-
test can express anger or disappointment at the transformations made in fan"c, 
when we look at the original text, its contours and boundaries may not be quite 
as expected. For a start, it is hard to valorize one focus or fan practice, such as 
listening to the music, as primary and a?rmational, because of the variety of 
“hooks” through which people encounter their bands. $e Beatles, in particular, 
for instance, have been enjoyed by deaf fans. It is true that deafness is o#en par-
tial and that almost all fans hear the music in some form, but it is possible that 
watching a band can play a major and perhaps decisive or primary role for some 
fans. Such routes to attachment should not be ignored.
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#eorizing Celebrity Followers’ Motives  
for Writing!Fan$c

At the heart of the issue of a?rmational versus transformative fandom stands 
the question of how celebrity- following caterpillars morph into transforma-
tional butterKies. One problem is that there is not an adequate theoretical 
model to explain this transition. Two theories will be discussed in this sec-
tion:!the notion that fans are necessarily unhappy with the text as it exists 
and the opposite idea, that fans are staying in the frame of their interest for 
an extended period. Neither seems quite adequate to understand the appeal 
of fan"c writing.

In his 1992 book Textual Poachers, Henry Jenkins argued, “I am not 
claiming that there is anything particularly empowering about the texts that 
fans embrace. I!am, however, claiming that there is something empowering 
about what fans do with those texts in the process of assimilating them to 
the particulars of their lives.”15 While he was evidently a dedicated fan of 
the telefantasy franchises at the center of the fan cultures he investigated, 
Jenkins’s statement could also be read as a kind of academic dismissal:!if it 
is academically useful at all, the content of popular culture is useful only in-
sofar as fans do things with it. For Jenkins, this fan productivity was diverse 
and included the making of new meanings and new conversations, as well as 
objects or texts. Nevertheless, his claim marks a moment when transforma-
tional fandom was prioritized. $is raises the question:!should other fans be 
ignored because what they “do with those texts” is not transformative?

Jenkins’s statement was associated with a hypothesis that he o@ered to de-
scribe fans’ motivations for transformational practice. More speci"cally, for 
Jenkins, media fandom is generally about fascination and frustration:!“As I!have 
already suggested, fan culture reKects both the audience’s fascination with 
programs and fans’ frustration over the refusal/ inability of producers to tell the 
kinds of stories viewers want to see.”16 In other words, because the texts of pop-
ular culture do not quite measure up as satisfactory in the lives of dedicated fans, 
they remake them in their own image (for obsession_ inc, “twisting it to the fans’ 
own purposes”), for example, telling slash stories that transformed the mascu-
linities of key characters by portraying unexpected intimacy between them. 
Jenkins reformulated his ideas for his book Fans, Bloggers, Gamers in 2006:

[$e metaphor of poaching] masked or distorted some signi"cant aspects 
of the phenomenon, focusing on the frustration more than the fascination, 
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encouraging academics to read fan "ction primarily in political terms, and 
constructing a world in which producers and consumers remain locked in 
permanent opposition. My more recent work has been more focused on 
negotiations or collaboration as media industries embrace some still ill- 
formulated and o#en contradictory notion of audience participation.17

Both Jenkins’s earlier formulations and his later ones posit transformative fan 
productivity as a natural and normal but distanced extension of engaging with 
the text. In other words, while critics practice a su?cient level of disinterested 
engagement to give them enough distance to stand in aesthetic judgment, fans 
embrace their texts on a more intimate level and naturally reach a point where 
their fascination meets frustration at the fact that the text does not quite suit. 
$ey complement it, in consequence, by creating various transformative works, 
which can be read, in e@ect, as evidence of their dedication. Beatles fan"c, 
however, does not necessarily emerge from frustration as a very speci"c form 
of a@ect. Neither is it necessarily an attempt to strictly maintain pleasures that 
emerge from fascination. To rephrase, it does not at least read like a series of 
reworkings of the Beatles story that take issue with the group as a source text. 
Instead, it o#en plays with the band members as established characters or fur-
ther extends existing tendencies within the Beatles’ celebrity images.

An alternative hypothesis to the frustration- motivation idea is that fan"c 
allows fans of celebrities to immerse themselves in the worlds of the objects they 
follow. In her study of fan"c writers who used Audrey Ni@enegger’s 2003 novel 
!e Time Traveler’s Wife and its 2009 movie adaption as their source of inspi-
ration, Angela Lee found that, in addition to self- enrichment and escapism, 
fan"c writers cited motivations including personalization and celebration of 
media content, plus a desire to “stay a little longer” in the text. Some of these 
suggest transformation as a consequence of celebrity following:!for fans who 
also pursue their fandom through practices related to it— watching, listening, 
collecting, discussing— writing fan"c may be a way to stay in the frame. As one 
fan explained:

Writing and reading fan"ction is!.!.!.!a way to stay with a favourite story a#er 
it’s over. Everyone knows what it’s like to read a book and wish there were 
more of it. Fan"ction is a way to stay immersed in the story and character. 
Some good fan"ction is actually like reading a continuation of the story.18
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$is reading chimes with Kurt Lancaster’s work on media fandom as the pur-
suit of immersion in a mythology or meaningful story universe.19 In relation 
to music fandom, it reKects Dan Cavicchi’s claim, “I’ve come to see fandom as 
a means of approaching consumption of the arts that involves obstinately re-
maining in the performance frame when it is no longer there.”20. Where it loses 
some force, I!think, is that there are all sorts of other possible ways to maintain im-
mersion, including repeated consumption of the text, fan tourism, and simply 
being sociable with other fans. In other words, immersion does not account for 
the speci#city of fan"c.

For a moment, let’s entertain the idea that Beatles RPF and RPS are attempts 
by their music fans to “stay in the frame” of their performance and continually 
inhabit the mythology centered on the group. What is this mythology? Help! and 
A Hard Day’s Night contributed to the band’s cheery, moptop image. Creative 
albums (notably Sgt. Pepper) and "lms (such as Yellow Submarine) immersed 
fans in the group’s colorful imaginative world. $e story of the Beatles’ public 
and private lives was well known, from Beatlemania and the Shea Stadium con-
cert to Lennon’s “bigger than Jesus” PR catastrophe and ongoing passion for 
Yoko Ono. Audiences also explored their own perspectives, one example of 
which was the persistent “Paul is Dead” rumor,21 which was arguably a way to 
explore whether McCartney’s musical talents mattered to the band. Given all 
these reference points, one might expect fan"c writers to have easy pickings, 
but this raises the issue of what they do with such narrative elements. In fact, 
excavation of the fan"c archive mentioned previously reveals that Sgt. Pepper 
is the basis for only four fan"c stories, and none of them is actually about the 
Beatles; instead, they use Sgt. Pepper as a creative template to write lyrics or oth-
erwise shape prose forms that are about characters from other media products, 
such as the Harry Potter "lm series. Similar results were found by looking at uses 
of “Yellow Submarine” in fan stories— most of the 14 entries found were songs 
spoo"ng or parodying the Beatles’ song but pertaining to other phenomena, 
from Star Trek to SpongeBob SquarePants. What this suggests, "rst, is that a pro-
portion of the 1,500!“Beatles” fan"c stories on the site may have less to do with 
the Beatles, and, second, when writers do write about the Beatles, they are not 
necessarily using the material most obviously given to them by the band as an 
inspiration or creative resource.
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Fan$c and the!Quantum of!Creativity

Returning to the territory of Jenkins’s claims about fascination and frustra-
tion, there seems something suspect about denying that there is a distinct-
ness or speci"city to the practice of fan"c writing. Distinctness is there, but 
rather than considering it an unproblematic expression of the personal and 
collective identities of the authors, my argument is that this di@erence is 
overridingly formal, something di@erently written into di@erent narratives. 
Instead of a dichotomy separating transformational from a?rmational 
fandom, perhaps we should be thinking carefully about the quantum of cre-
ativity that transformational fandom necessarily entails. $is quantum, in 
my view, is a central element that separates transformational practices from 
other types. It necessarily changes the meaning of the text, sometimes in 
ways that are controversial, especially in RPF. Attention to it, however, o@ers 
a di@erent perspective on fan"c, because it helps us to see di@erent kinds of 
"c as commensurate and— particularly for those who are less familiar with 
the form— helps to dispel the sensation of otherness that functions only to 
marginalize fan"c’s more controversial subgenres.

In some types of fan"c, the quantum of creativity is built into the 
conventions of the story. $is is the case, for example, in some Beatles fan"c 
stories that involve “time traveler” narratives. One of the interesting things 
about such stories is the way they comment on the predicament of contem-
porary popular- music culture. Music critic Simon Reynolds has described 
this as an era of “retromania” in which commercially successful cultural 
forms from decades past are constantly repackaged.22 Other critics such as 
Mark Fisher have more squarely rejected this situation. In his book Capitalist 
Realism (2009), Fisher suggested that the hyper- commodi"cation of popular 
culture was responsible for its artistic stagnation. $e glamor of each new 
phase of digital delivery masked an ongoing moment of creative stasis— a 
process typi"ed in popular music by the constant reselling of back catalogs 
at the expense of promoting new artists. Fisher lamented, “Tradition counts 
for nothing when it is no longer contested and modi"ed. A!culture that is 
merely preserved is no culture at all.”23 While there is some merit in his cri-
tique, it ignores how the audience uses recycled culture. Young audiences, 
in particular, are invited to do cultural work in embracing the present ubiq-
uity of stars from past decades. For them, the process of reselling these stars 
e@ectively queers nostalgia, because it asks them to yearn for moments 
they could never have experienced. Borrowing a term from Reynolds, for 
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example, Nuné Nikoghosyan posits a case of “nostalgia without nostalgia” in 
a study of young Beatles fans.24 I!have analyzed this circumstance using the 
idea of “imagined memories” in my own work. Here a moment of memory 
that young fans could never, by de"nition, have experienced becomes highly 
valued as the unobtainable basis for their desire. So, for example, due to their 
“imagined memories” of what it was like to be at the Cavern Club when the 
Beatles held court in the 1960s, vast numbers of younger fans desired to see 
McCartney play there again in 1999.25 In Beatles fan"c, the ontological ques-
tion of imagined memories is worked through in a subset of stories based on 
time- traveler narratives. $e plot of one story is summarized as “Courtney 
suddenly "nds herself to have time traveled to London in 1963, when she 
is from 49!years in the future, 2012. She encounters the Beatles, and they’re 
kind enough to take her in, and she quickly makes friendships with them and 
one special bond. Will she want to go back to her home in the next century 
once she has an unforgettable relationship with one Beatle?” Such stories, 
which are a speci"c subset of “insertion fantasies”— stories in which fans 
meet their heroes26— do the cultural work of associating the popularity of the 
Beatles in the present with past experiences to which younger fans, by de"ni-
tion, could never have had access. We could read these stories as fantasies— 
wish- ful"llment dreams, in a Freudian sense— and to some extent, they are 
that. Considering them only as personal fancies, however, would be to ignore 
their function as logical responses to the broader cultural environment. In 
other words, time traveling becomes the quantum of creativity here precisely 
because, in a context of pervasive “retromania,” a time bridge is necessary to 
address an acute experience of time out of joint. Nowadays, what immersion 
in Beatles music, videos, websites, CDs, or DVDs ful"lls in one way increas-
ingly common transformation practices ful"ll in another.

“McLennon”:!(Ab)using an!Aspect of!the  
Celebrity!Image

In slash, the quantum of creativity operates by positing a variety of o#en am-
biguous homosocial or homosexual intimacies in male pairings. Given their 
close camaraderie, one might expect the Beatles to be prominent candidates 
for slash. Fan"c writers have played with a number of pairings based on 
amalgamations of the names of di@erent members of the band. $ese include 
“McHarrison,” “Lennison,” “Lennstarr,” “Starrison,” and “John/ Paul/ George” 
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(apparently, Beatles foursomes or threesomes featuring Starr are very rare). 
$e most prominent Beatles slash pairing unites the two most prominent 
band members, however. $is imagined relationship between McCartney 
and Lennon is known as “McLennon.” One of the most famous stories about 
them is an epic with more than 40 chapters. In the “About Me” section of her 
own website, the author o@ers a time- traveler motive for her fan"c writing:

I would so build a time machine so I!could see them perform in concert, 
or so I!could steal a kiss from Paul McCartney. Also so I!could save George 
from lung cancer, save John from being shot, & make sure John & Yoko 
never ever meet each other.

By positing celebrity following as a premise for fan"c writing, this statement 
arguably appears to somewhat erode the distinction between celebrity fol-
lowing and transformational fandom, in e@ect positing one as a motive for 
the other. It also fails to exactly "t the idea of either expressing frustration at 
the text or desiring to stay within its frame. Embracing the quantum of cre-
ativity here allows the fan- author not so much to "x frustrations (although, 
I!admit, it looks like that) but rather to perfect history in relation to her fannish 
desires. $e di@erence is a subtle one; it rests on exactly what the fan wants 
to do. For example, seeing the Beatles in concert or kissing McCartney is not 
so much a matter of staying in the frame of performance as of enhancing its 
intimacy (i.e., creating an “insertion fantasy”). Saving Harrison and Lennon 
and scuppering Lennon’s marriage are not so much about bemoaning what 
happened as inappropriate as about o@ering a kind of divine intervention, re-
demptive assistance that pushes history toward outcomes that other Beatles 
fans may well approve (in e@ect, in quite a similar way to obsession_ inc’s 
a?rmational fandom, reinstating the source material to the fan community’s 
satisfaction).

$e background of the author’s website contains a relatively tasteful car-
toon picture of Lennon and McCartney having sex. $ere are also links to 
photographs of the writer and another female cosplayer playing at being 
Lennon and McCartney, coming together in a romantic embrace. What is 
interesting about the site is the way it raises the issue of queerness, not just 
in relation to sexuality but also in relation to the two types of fandom. $at 
queerness is also reKected in the site’s “About Me” section:
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I live and breathe $e Beatles, they’ve made me happier. I! pretty much 
changed my whole image and appearance to look like a ’64 version of Paul 
McCartney, moptop era bitches!!.!.!.!I’M A!BEATLEMANIAC FOR LIFE!! 
So I!think it’s safe to say that I’m madly in love with $e Beatles & eve-
rything about them; from their sexy suits, to their adorable smiles, down 
to their amazing voices.!.!.!. I!really love John/ Paul. I!absolutely adore this 
couple. So fricken much. $ere’s just something about them that makes me 
smile, as much as when I!listen to any song from $e Beatles.

If the quantum of creativity in such Beatles slash pushes the intimacy be-
tween band members beyond homosocial camaraderie, who is responsible? 
On one level, it is easy to dismiss slash on textual grounds. Fans interested in 
"delity might protest that Lennon and McCartney were straight and never 
had erotic moments with each other, but slash writers’ passions and desires 
are not quite as inventive as one might suggest. Claims about a breach of tex-
tual "delity ignore a certain tendency, particularly in the moptop- era image. 
Like other fans, the fan"c author is “madly in love” with the Beatles and "nds 
McCartney, especially, adorable. Her interest in Lennon and McCartney 
playing music together references a close male camaraderie. Various 
products in the Beatles’ heyday, such as the Richard Lester "lms Help! and 
A Hard Day’s Night, deliberately cultivated their image as cheeky, accessible 
lads from Liverpool enjoying a close friendship in the heart of swinging 
London. As Martin King has noted, the group o@ered a so#er, new, 1960s 
form of masculinity to female fans:

$e discussion presented so far is built on the premise that “$e Beatles” 
can be read as the representation of an alternative version of mascu-
linity!.!.!.!one which values creativity and the intellectual above the mundane 
and the physical, one which involves colour and an “outrageous” appear-
ance as a contrast to smart sobriety, with long hair as a symbol of de"ance. 
It is a version of masculinity, which values the child- like above the norms 
of adult society and values fun and exuberance over the serious.!.!.!. $e 
Beatles’ engagement with the female and the “feminized” became part of 
their appeal, part of their representation of alternative masculinities, and, 
thus, the female/ feminine became a positive rather than a negative con-
cept within “$e Beatles” as text. As one interviewee in the author’s PhD 
study remarked, at the beginning of the "lm A Hard Day’s Night (1964) they 
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are “running like big da# girls,” away from female fans rather than chasing 
a#er women.

King adds:

$e dressed- by- Brian look of A Hard Day’s Night (1964) combined with 
the queer codes at work in this "lm and Help! (1965)!.!.!.!and their general 
“to- be- looked- at- ness”! .! .! ., at work in all of the "lms, add weight to the 
arguments about alternative versions of masculinity. Authors! .! .! .! have 
emphasised that it is hard to understand, in retrospect, just how shocking 
and subversive this actually seemed and what an impact it had on “estab-
lishment” values in the 1960s.27

In other words, a central part of the Beatles’ appeal was that they rejected es-
tablished masculinity in favor of a so#er, more feminized look, which had its 
counterpart in them being actively objecti"ed by their female followers.

On a site dedicated to McLennon, one visitor wrote that their dad was 
a huge Beatles fan but thought McLennon “the most idiotic thing to come 
from the Beatles fandom.” $e site owner replied, “I’m not sure if you view 
McLennon as a RELATIONSHIP or just a friendship with deeper connec-
tion.!.!.!. But talk about how they’re the greatest writers in history and how 
they truly were so powerful around each other.” $is slippage between “just a 
friendship” and an erotic relationship suggests that the variety of slash can be 
placed on a spectrum that e@ectively queers the Beatles’ famous camaraderie. 
At this point, it may be worth drawing a parallel. Discussing the cinema of 
Pedro Almodóvar for Senses of Cinema, Steven Marsh has explained:

His obsessive concern with the Kuidity of genders, the interchangeability of 
sexual tastes and orientations, his constant interrogation of discrete sexual 
identities has disappointed certain militant gay activists who, for political 
reasons, evidently would prefer a clearer— and less ambiguous— de"nition 
of sexual identity (and would also like to have seen Almodóvar take a 
stance in favour of gay rights). $e point is an important one, Almodóvar’s 
characters are never exclusively heterosexual or homosexual, instead they 
perform their identities and thus are identi"able by what they choose to be 
at any particular moment.28
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I include this because I! think that perhaps we can talk about a kind of 
“Almodovarian Beatles” consisting of musicians who are “never exclusively 
heterosexual or homosexual, [but] instead they perform their identities” pri-
marily to evoke the erotic curiosity of a female audience. $is formulation 
of the Beatles’ celebrity image raises questions of authorship. One gets the 
impression that the band was packaged to tease, but the Beatles’ degree of 
complicity remains open to question:!although they appeared conveniently 
hapless at the time, they later rebelled against such packaging, with Lennon 
famously singing that he did not “believe in Beatles” in his 1970 song “God.” 
Whoever co- created the Almodovarian Beatles, their packaging in the 1960s 
struck a nerve just as raw as Elvis Presley’s hip movements had done in the 
1950s. Barbara Ehrenreich, Elizabeth Hess, and Gloria Jacobs, however, 
discussed these fans’ responses:

For the girls who participated in Beatlemania, sex was an obvious part of 
the excitement. One of the most common responses to reporters’ queries 
on the sources of Beatlemania was, “Because they’re sexy.” And this expla-
nation was itself a small act of de"ance. It was rebellious (especially for the 
very young fans) to lay claim to sexual feelings. It was even more rebellious 
to lay claim to the active, desiring side of sexual attraction:!the Beatles were 
objects; the girls were pursuers.29

$ese authors emphasized, “$e Beatles were sexy; the girls were the ones 
who perceived them as sexy and acknowledged the force of an ungovern-
able, if somewhat disembodied, lust. To assert an active, powerful sexu-
ality!.!.!.!was, in its own, unformulated, dizzy way, revolutionary.”30 Ehrenreich 
and her coauthors’ work rests on a generalization, that primarily it was girls 
who liked the band and that their expressed interest was primary lustful, and 
on an interpretation, that this collectively expressed lust was rebellious and 
therefore progressive in a feminist sense. If we accept those things, what it 
shows is that the erotic performances and fannish counter- performances 
evoked by the band were there well before contemporary fan"c writers used 
them. $e irony is that if many of the original 1960s Beatles fans were female, 
comparatively few of their practices at the time were transformational in any 
obvious sense. By considering the McLennon slash pairing, I!have suggested 
that when the quantum of creativity is added to the Beatles’ moptop image, 
it pushes a tendency already in the celebrity image a step further along its 
existing trajectory. In other words, the queering of the band’s image was not 
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simply a fannish construct but was instead a tendency in the group’s moptop- 
era styling, pushed further by those who embraced the quantum of creativity.

McLennon writers have sometimes publicized their identities as celebrity- 
following Beatles fans. Hence, another blog, on Tumblr, begins by explaining 
that the author is a female Beatles fan who, like “every girl,” has her own sexual 
needs. Equally, though it could have been a move motivated to defuse criti-
cism, a site previously mentioned includes links to Beatles music, suggesting, 
again, that she is a celebrity- following fan as well as a transformative one, and 
in her mind there is no di@erence. $ese performances of celebrity fandom 
are interesting because— whether such fans are “genuine” celebrity followers 
or not— the idea that they feel the need to perform their celebrity following 
suggests that it functions as a kind of authenticating device, perhaps in the 
face of disapproval from outsiders. It implies that one can be a casual Beatles 
fan"c writer without doing much celebrity following, but perhaps a perfor-
mance of celebrity following can signify the passion and research necessary 
to be recognized as a dedicated Beatles fan"c specialist.

McCartney announced in an interview for GQ magazine in September 
2018 that he and fellow Beatles had been casually involved in a lights- out 
session of collective fantasizing and group masturbation. Participants 
shouted, “Brigitte Bardot!” for inspiration, until Lennon spoiled the mood by 
proclaiming, “Winston Churchill!”31 Winston was Lennon’s middle name; 
it was as if by bringing the fantasy so close to home, he was squelching the 
Kame of sexual intimacy. $is apparently true story suggests that the Beatles 
were close enough to share a sexual moment, just not one in which they were 
thinking about one another. On the surface, the scenario sounds tailor- made 
for a slash story, but as of this writing, there is none evident in the archive. 
It would require fan"c writers to add something extra to make it work:!the 
quantum of creativity. In this chapter, I!have argued against fully separating 
fan"c writing as a unique practice, making a strict division between trans-
formational and a?rmational fan identities, or assuming that frustration 
or “staying in frame” are obvious motivations for all fan"c writing. Instead, 
I!have argued for much greater speci"city in describing the overlapping roles 
of celebrity following and fan"c writing, suggesting that celebrity following 
is an independent activity that can act as a premise for transformational ac-
tivity depending on immediate cultural circumstances. Finally, I!have intro-
duced the idea that fan"c writing is actually about accepting the need to use a 
quantum of creativity to make the partial but necessary departure from tex-
tual "delity that allows the form to actually exist. Each shared quantum of 
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creativity can be productively examined on a case- by- case basis, in terms of 
what shape it takes, what a@ordances it produces for particular communities, 
and what it might say about the cultural work pursued by fan"c writers, in 
some instances in relation to their celebrity- following practices.
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